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Aims of study

• To discover the views of library and information 

specialists on the effectiveness of Second Life 

as a facility for collaborative working, networking 

and continuing professional development (CPD). 

• On the basis of the collective experience,  to 

summarise pitfalls to be avoided and ingredients 

for success in using SL for collaboration. 



Methods…





Web-based survey questionnaire

• Bristol Online Survey tool

https://www.survey.bris.ac.uk/

– 16 questions, run for 4 weeks

– Quantitative and qualitative

– 63 responses (plus 56 incomplete returns)

• 1 non-SL user response removed

– Disseminated via email distribution lists and 

SL groups



Survey respondents

• Data from complete returns

• 77% (n47) from academic libraries

• 77% (n47) work alongside other LIS

• 77% (n47) have used SL for >1 year

• 69% (n42) spend <1 hr/week in SL

• 68% (n41) joined for professional reasons





Focus groups

• Met in Second Life

• 3 groups, total of 11 participants

• Discussion topics

– In what circumstances is it inappropriate to 

use Second Life?

– In what circumstances is Second Life ideal?

– What other tools/facilities do you use instead 

of, or in conjunction with, Second Life?



Findings…

Had problems 

getting around. 

Accidently flew 

out of tutorial 

and couldn't get 

back!



Views on SL

• more “social bandwidth”

• “teenage surfers, sex pests, and the lonely” 

• “geography is not a limiter”

• Facilitates multi-sensory communication

• “technology gets in the way”

• “forget about having a family”

• “opened up a whole new world of professional 

contacts”

I haven’t actually 

attended any events 

in Second Life yet. I 

spent several hours 

just getting my avatar 

set up, with mixed 

results. My hair looks 

awful! ;-)



How to avoid pitfalls

• Consider others’ level of experience

• Not suited to large group discussion

• Ensure high specification computer and 

network connection

• Practice first in an informal setting

• Do not use if there are “real world” options 

better suited to the task

Skype   Email

Live blogs     Twitter

FaceBook     

Elluminate     Wikis

Google Docs   WebCT 

Adobe Connect     

Ning

Wimba



Ingredients for success

• Making contacts: join a special interest 

group

• Beat the learning curve: get a mentor

• Be prepared to give it time

• Demonstrate value to your institution

• Use the 3D opportunities

Have an open mind; 

don't expect 

to learn it quickly; 

it's not a game



Discussion

• Weaknesses

– Small number of responses

– Uncertain about size of pool

– Don’t know how geographically representative 
respondents are

– Email groups weighted toward academic 
and/or special librarians 

• Balanced views + - give confidence of fair 
portrayal

surpassed my 

expectations for 

networking and 

professional 

development 

purposes
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